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The medium
is the
message
This Newsletter is a first for Surrey
HOG. Obviously it’s not the first
Newsletter – we’ve been producing
these things for 15 years now. And
nor is it the first time it has been
available as a pdf file. What is new
is that it is the first time we are
distributing it primarily in an
electronic medium.
It’s not just a sign of our times. It’s
true that it doesn’t require trees to
be cut down, and it’s certainly a lot
faster to deliver a bunch of
electrons compared to print. But the
main reason is that we don’t have a
Sponsoring Dealership right now.
(As if you hadn’t noticed). And that’s
crucial to this HOG Chapter,
because each of these Newsletters
costs £500 hard cash to print and
post. That’s £2,000 a year. Of your
money.
Whatever your views about Surrey
Harley-Davidson (RIP) might have
been, the fact was that it stumped
up the readies – not just for these
Newsletters, but a large contribution
for last year’s Christmas Cracker
Party too. Then there were the
ongoing website expenses, and the
Nominet legal case to get our
Surrey HOG domain name back –
as well as a few other expenses
and the odd raffle prize or two.
I don’t think that it is widely realised
that, under the HOG Charter, the
job of a Sponsoring Dealer is
formally completed simply by
breathing initial life into its HOG
Chapter. Like it or not, there is no
further requirement on the
dealership to fund anything or give
any money at all to its Chapter. In
theory, that’s all down to us –
achieved through membership fees
and promoting self-funding events.
In practice, most dealerships
exceed their responsibilities. Makes
sense too, in creating the right buzz
with a semi-captive audience. But
don’t forget – the Chapter is not its

only audience: most Harley owners
never join a HOG Chapter.
(Actually, only 30% of Harley
owners who join HOG UK go on to
join a Chapter, something H-D are
trying to increase as a priority).
Right now, Surrey HOG’s bank
balance is healthy. We have
sufficient operating capital to look
forward to the Christmas and Start
of Season Parties with complete
confidence – as well as the week to
week running of the Chapter for the
foreseeable future. To be clear, we
do not aim to make a profit – just
raise enough money to comfortably
run the events that we all want.
Of course, our membership renewal
fees will play a very important part
in this during 2007.
We wait with anticipation for the
chance to meet and greet our new
dealership. We confidently expect
that they will understand the
potential value of one of its most
important assets – ie us, Surrey
HOG. And we will be working with
them to create the most virtuous
circle we can – to the benefit of us
all. But at least until then, we think
there are better things to spend
your money on than printing glossy
magazines – especially when you
can print it yourself when you get
the pdf.
Of course, if computers aren’t your
thing, we can arrange a printed
version for you. But then you’ll also
be missing a huge amount of good
stuff on the website and e-shot. It
seems there are some important
choices that aren’t anything to do
with a missing dealership…
Dik Gregory
Assistant Director

Power to
the people
This really is your magazine – just
about everyone on the planet has a
digital camera and a PC these days
and recording an event is a breeze:
simply download the template and
create your own article. Surrey
magazine can only be as good as
the contributions received from you
the member.
A big thank you to the Pioneers who
have created their own articles for
this edition: there is something for
everyone … and if there is not then
why not write it!
We do of course reserve the right to
edit out any sensitive or offensive
material.
Oh and the picture?
Welcome to the future - Southern Counties
Choppers feed streroids to their V-rod
launched at Goodwood Summer 06.

Graham Woods
No. 6

Corsica
Invasion
2006
Corsica. La Corse if you
are a native. Famous
for Napoleon, bandits
and Thrush paté.
Napoleon is long gone,
the bandits were all on
our side and as for the
Thrush paté, well we
won’t even go down
there.
If you travel a few miles to Gatwick
you can fly to La Corse in 2 hours,
comfortable British Airways flight,
from £99 each. But no, Eurotunnel
to France. £50. 760 miles (if you
went a straight line which we just do
not do) to Nice. Fuel cost in the
region of £200 return. Tolls another
£40? Three hotels down and two
back up – ooh, about £500
including dinner. Total for 2 –
knocking £800. And you haven’t
even arrived in Chicken Port.
Are we bovvered? No we are not.
Broke maybe, but not remotely
bovvered. Because that is what it is
all about. To travel is better than to
arrive. Especially when riding
handsome beasts for hours on end.
The bikes, riding the bikes, that is.
No this intrepid chapter (Special
Services Division) were not
deterred by the journey, the heat,
the nightmare that is Nice avec Le
Promenade Anglais ferme
totalement – and then a four and a
quarter hour ferry ride to the island
of Corsica. In fact it was all quite
civilised really.

If you prefer aluminium tubes to
gleaming chrome; if you want a
view of clouds rather than the
vineyards of Burgundy and
sunflowers by the milli-hectare;
if you rate the BA ‘all day deli’
offering above a fine French lunch
in a leafy square in Digne les Bains,
then you, my son, are not a Harley
man. Or lady.
And that brings us to the Harley
men and ladies. That is also what
all of this is about. The fun, the
challenges, the jolly banter, the
shared experience. It may sound a
bit poncy but it is absolutely great to
be with the finest group of people
you could meet. Sometimes tired,
sometimes grumpy, often
rebellious, occasionally marginally
over refreshed and – very rarely –
loud – but always up for the trip!
The landing took place. We
disembarked at Ajaccio port to be
met by the Surrey HOG Advance
Party – Roger & Tracy Bonnici and
some of their friends from 1066.
Braving the heat for a long ride to
the port (and a long ride back too!)
these guys gave us a very warm
welcome and, to increase their
credibility as tough Corsican locals,
they had press ganged two

members of the Corsican Testa
Mora Free Chapter, making a very
respectable greeting party. Chapter
Director Rene and member Patric
joined us for a great lunch in a very
smart harbour restaurant – sublime
moules frites were the perfect
welcome - what a great start to the
Corsican Invasion!
Refusing too much alcohol, the
SHOG invaders were guided
through the rocky mountains by
Rene and Patric and after a very
entertaining ride through some
stunning scenery we reached the
charming Chicken Port as the heat
waned… ever so slightly. Porto
Pollo was perfect. Organic, unspoilt,
almost rustic but – hey – with every
modern convenience. Three cheers
for the organisers, Englands and
Corks, an inspired choice! Hotel has
all that you need and a whole lot
more, including brilliant air-con and
perfect party terrace. No comments
about making a noise on the party
terrace, please. Beach is huge, sea
is warm and welcoming. The beach
is so long that you could be sitting
on it and not hear any other HOG
member! Honest! Towels and
umbrellas are cheap and

irresistible. Nothing else there
except restaurants and bars.
One very odd thing. The place is
called Chicken Port (in English) but
you cannot get chicken in any of the
restaurants.
The temperature was somewhere in
the upper 30s. The air was dry.
The beer was good. Football was
available but we only watched and
commentated quite loudly. Well it
was the World Cup. Tennis was
available but no one played. Walks
were plentiful but the beach
beckoned.
There WERE rideouts. The
newlywed members Mr & Mrs
Murray and Coral Warner could not
join the trip but had their romantic
honeymoon busted by a large
contingent who took the invasion
further south to Bonifacio. This was
a fairly historic wedding by the way
– no longer may Mrs Warner be
addressed as Immoral Coral!
The mountains were revisited by an
intrepid few and there was a visit to
an ancient stone ring but it was all
too much trouble for us, we were
blissfully happy on the golden
beach.
On the last Corsican night we all
celebrated the week with a party
beside the beach with our guests
from Testa Mora – Rene, Stefan,
Patric and Corinne. There was
dinner and dancing (much of the
dancing by Gwen) more drinking
(much of that by Mark) and the
usual banter and abuse.
Eventually the spell that is Corsica
had to break and a quietish bunch
paid their dues on Saturday
morning (didn’t ever hear of earlier
invaders paying their bills) in time
for a very wonderful ride back up
the coast to the port of Ajaccio.

The boat ride back was slow and
uneventful but was followed by a
very fast ride ride to (wake us all
up) back to Frejus for a very quick
visit to the HD dealership. In the
true spirit of HOG we were met by
the Harley owning ‘papa’ of Stefan,
one of the Testa Mora guys, who
showed us the way to the
dealership and then took us for a
very welcome drink with some of his
Harley Frejus Chapter friends in a
village square afterwards. And we
were just in time to see the end of
England’s efforts in the World Cup.
Onwards – eventually - to our hotel
for the night and a brilliant meal to
finish the day. Huge and hilarious
thanks were given to the
Cork/England organising team,
Testa Mora badges were presented
to the valiant invaders. More wine
was drunk.

Another boiling hot dawn saw us all
leave Le Muy and Graham and I
said our goodbyes to the main
group as they headed back to the
UK while we turned right for Spain
and Portugal and another two
weeks on the road.
WE don’t go home, we go on. But
we did have to get back in time for
the Quantocks trip!
Graham (Boris) & Sheila
Manchester

H.O.G.’s IRISH JIG
22-25 June 2006
We may not have kissed the
Blarney Stone, but Killarney
certainly kissed us.
The scenery was enchanting and
the locals most welcoming. A truly
wonderful setting for this, the 15th
European HOG rally.
Eight of us, on seven bikes met up
at the Maidenhead Dealership to
ride to the land of the “little people”
and to participate in the HOG
festivities, led by the intrepid duo
Nigel Ruddock and Neil Hart,
followed closely by Mike Hanlon,
Vera and Ernst, and their Swiss
friend, Jake Leuenberger, and
myself. Richard Barrett, a friend of
Neil’s, who, never having ridden a
bike, was being initiated into the
Harley lifestyle, rode pillion with Neil
and did some admirable navigating
once across the water.

Three cool dudes!
Our overnight stop was to be in
Rhayader in Wales, so that we
could have a leisurely run to
Holyhead to catch the ferry to
Dublin the following day.
Just before Rhayader we stopped
for a break (on double yellow lines
on a bend, but what the heck, we
were in Wales!) and on leaving I
couldn’t! My starter switch had
gone on strike and I could not start
the engine. I suggested that
everyone continue, and I would
catch them up at the night stop. It
so happened that having given my
bike a serious talking to she
eventually decided to start and I
continued to Rhayader.

Nigel had arranged accommodation
in this very nice olde worlde
pub—The Lion, dating back to the
12century. Well I found it, but there
were no bikes to be seen.
Assuming I had the wrong pub I
rode out of the courtyard and down
into the town. There were no other
pubs with “Lion” in the name, so I
returned. I saw our Hostess, and
yes she was expecting a Mr
Ruddock. and his party.
But where were they? ---- To my
relief, they did all turn up10 minutes
later, having taken a different route
to avoid a low bridge!!
It transpires that our Hostess, a well
preserved octogenarian, known as
“Mad Mary”, (presumably for her
past antics in the Equestrian and
Biking fields) was a most interesting
lady indeed. She sat down and told
us tales of her youth when she rode
around on high-powered two
wheelers back in the 1950’s, one of
the very few women to do so in
those days. She actually taught her
grandson how to ride a bike! How is
that for a Grandmother then?! She
must surely take the honour of
being the only Grandmother in
Wales ever to do so. Yes, a very
gutsy lady who did not fear flying
the flag of St. George from the first
floor of the old inn, in support of the
English football team, even though
the local lads had climbed up and
had taken it down on a couple of
occasions before.
After settling in, and after a quick
drink, we went off for a meal and to
watch the football.

At the Waterford Dealership
We set off the following morning for
Holyhead and Nigel took us through

some of the most beautiful parts of
Wales, including the Snowdonia
National Park and down the

The ‘Killarney Eight’ (No. 8 took
the picture!)
Llanberis Pass. Beautiful scenery, it
was a pity that it was so cold
though. After one stop, I noticed
that Ernst (who was bringing up the
rear) had not caught up, so I slowed
down to wait for him, the others
were disappearing over the horizon.
Eventually Ernst comes into view
and I speed up to catch the pack. I
caught sight of them much sooner
than anticipated, as they were
turning off the main road towards
Dolgellau. I thought -“funny”, we
were supposed to be staying on the
A470 towards Betws-y-coed!
Nevertheless I turned off also, and
gave chase, trying to catch up. After
a mile or so, Ernst waves me down
and informs me that I am following
the wrong group! Well, I ask you, a
simple mistake---they had leathers
on! My long-range vision is
obviously not as good as it used to
be!
At the ferry port we met up with the
two Johns that is John Dupay and
Johnny Longhorn, (alias Longarm)
who had set off much later. Off the
ferry after two hours or so and we
are in the land of the fairies,
battling our way through Dublin’s
rush hour to find our hotel. A quick
wash and brush up and we were
ready to sample some Irish
delicacies in a fine restaurant
prebooked by Mike’s better half.
After which, the obligatory visit to a
typical Irish pub, where until the
early hours the Guinness flowed
like water, and everyone made
merry.
The next morning found us
travelling down superb roads
(thanks to EU funding) to the rally

site in Killarney via a scenic route
superbly navigated by our new
“prospect”—Richard.
In the meantime the zip on my
trousers gives up the ghost and I
am having to travel with a bin liner
wrapped like a nappy around me to
keep out the cold! One has to be
careful, for you know what happens
when things get cold!
Now for the rally. It was set in a
superb setting, and the weather
was kind to us and stayed dry,
which was a blessing in itself.
Having arrived, thanks to Neil we
were, except for the two Johns,
together in the camping area. The
two Johns not appearing until the
following morning, and having to
camp with the Kent fraternity.
.

The bald brigade
The whole HOG village complex
was well laid out. The campsite was
literally just down the road from the
main activity area. The Hotels
accommodating the bands, the bars
and eating areas were all well
serviced and clean, and the
Guinness, which flowed like water,
was comparable in price to the local
pubs
The retail therapy department was
disappointing to me, only insomuch
as, I was after a pair of good leather
jeans and there was only two
stands selling them, neither of
which had my size in stock. Neil
succumbed, and bought himself a
very smart waterproof bag, which
he promptly had to test for water
ingress by placing it under the Hotel
fountain! And Ernst by buying a
very cool dude pair of specs.
The bands, were not exactly my
scene however, but they banged,

and thumped and the vocalists
extended their vocal chords far
beyond what nature ever intended,
rasping their way through various
musical arrangements much to the
delight of all those present who
swayed to the rhythm, and who
undoubtedly enjoyed every minute
of the bands artistic excellence, and
that’s what it is all about.

but much to Ernst disappointment---no oysters!

3 Cheers for the Surrey Chapter!

“The bag is completely
waterproof, Sir, honest!”
The atmosphere in Killarney itself
was fantastic, everyone having so
much fun. The locals had never
witnessed anything quite like it.
5500 to 6000 bikes, as I understand
having ascending on the town.
Bikes were parked all over the
place to be admired. Lots of guys
(in case we had just come down
from some other planet) giving us
the benefit of hearing the decibels
of their 100th Anniversary steeds,
as they rode up and down “main
street” Some guys showing the
locals how much smoke a Harley
can put up when stationary with the
front brake locked on, and the rear
wheel spinning, and some, what it
can’t do when the clutch has burnt
out! All great fun, the locals loved it
and the Guinness, continued to flow
like water!

Kath Ruddock joined us at the rally,
having driven down in her car.
Unfortunately though, on her first
ride out as pillion, Nigel’s bike
developed a problem and they were
stuck right out on the Dingle
peninsula. The bike having to be
recovered back to the UK. Kath was
not too impressed!
The rally came to an end with the
usual display of fireworks, with lots
of oooo’s and aaaaaahhhh’s
It was a great success by any
standard, and I am sure HOG will
be going back soon, which will
delight the locals and certainly the
Guinness Brewery! As for Richard,
well I do believe that he has been
severely smitten with that dreaded
HD bug!
I set off early the next morning,
leaving the group, my intention
being to travel up the west coast all
the way up to Donegal. I got a few
miles out of Killarney when the
Police, due to a horrific accident
involving 2 bikes stopped me. As I
pulled up so my drive belt broke!
But that is another story.

None of us went on the ride out,
which was quite impressive to all
those lining the route. I did spot
Roger Ferris and Colin Shonfeld
just as they were leaving the site on
the ride, but never saw them again.
Naturally our little group did ride
around the famous Ring of Kerry,
and beautiful it was too. For those
who have never travelled the route,
it is a “must do.” On the way around
the Ring we stopped off for lunch at
Portmagee, a pleasant little place,

Vic Patterson!

Saturday morning and a hearty Irish breakfast this time.
It had rained overnight and the morning was dull and
overcast but no rain. Off we went to collect our pennant
and flag pole for the parade of chapter flags only to be
told our name was not on the list and we were not
registered. Roger quickly spotted Marjorie Ragg (HOG
UK) who had the problem sorted in a matter of minutes
and Roger promptly gave her a kiss on the cheek for her
trouble. The parade of flags comprised thousands of
bikes. It was truly brilliant and the whole route was lined
by the very hospitable Irish who had travelled from all
over to witness this spectacle. As we were arriving back
we had our photo taken by Vera Sommer - a pure piece
of luck (see the Photos page on the website).

Flying the Surrey HOG
flag and all that killarney
nd

Thursday 22 June European Rally, Killarney here we
come. Roger Ferris and I met at the Reading services
on the M4 for the first leg of our trip to the Emerald Isle.
The weather was fine, but not too bright – ideal riding
weather. The 200 mile trip to Fishguard was uneventful
and we made good time arriving at our hotel early
evening. After a hearty meal of fish & chips we went for
a walk meeting two young Welsh lads who along the
way correctly guessed that we were with the “Harley lot”,
they admitted that they had read it on our jackets.
They’re not silly these Welsh.
Friday morning and we are up with the lark for our full
English breakfast and then off to embark our cruise ship
(some call it the vomit comet) for our sea journey to the
land of the leprechauns. Roger was a touch worried as
he apparently does not make a good sailor. However,
the sea was like a mill pond.

After the parade Roger accompanied me to Limerick to
deliver some rather belated Christmas presents to two of
my grandchildren who live in Ireland and I hadn’t seen
for quite some time. Back to the rally. Boot Led Zeppelin
were playing in the evening. They were worth the trip
alone (so Roger tells me). We didn’t wait to see the rest
of the line up as we had to be up at 3.30am to leave for
Dun Laoghaire (Dublin) to catch the ferry home.
I had already pointed out that our fuel would only take us
to about 6.00am. Sure enough by 6.00am we were
running on fumes but did manage to come across a
garage that was open, truly a life saver. Some 200 miles
later and we catch the ferry to Holyhead.
The ride back home was really enjoyable especially
through Snowdonia National Park. This was a first for
Roger and it clearly blew him away. The Irish could not
have been more friendly, hospitable or more talkative ‘to
be sure’. To those cynics who said the rally would not be
well attended because of the location and that it always
rains in Ireland I would like to point out that we did not
have to put our wets on once. For the most part it was
warm and sunny. Chapters not only from the usual
European countries attended in great numbers but also
Chapters from Poland, Latvia and even Saudi Arabia.

Arrived Rosslaire for our onward journey to Killarney.
Disembarked with 2 or 3 dozen other Harleys and off we
go ‘to be sure’. We opted to take the coast road which
turned out to be the right decision. Good road, lovely
scenery, some nice sweeping bends, ideal for biking.
180 miles later we arrive Killarney, register at the rally
site, collect our rally packs and then find our hotel (which
I might add was far too good for a couple of grizzled old
bikers).
Friday night and Roy Wood (Wizard/Move) with his all
new rock’n’roll band were playing. Excellent but he did
play that Christmas song much to Roger’s chagrin.
(I did catch him singing along though!). On our way back
to the hotel we met Patrick Munroe, another Surrey
HOG Chapter member. He was obviously enjoying
himself, you just have to look at the eyes.

To the other members of Surrey HOG that attended the
rally, I hope you had as great a time as Roger and I.

Colin Shonfeld

Learning my
Alphabet
while looking
at rocks
One of the “Benefits” as they call it
of HOG membership is the ABC of
touring contest that has been going
on for 10 years now.
Most of you by now will know that I
hardly need an excuse to ride. But I
have found that Harleys seem to
have more of an urge to put lots
and lots of miles under their tyres.

This is why you will find me
disappearing off on ride outs as I
head for another letter, and as at
least 6 pictures need yourself in
then a tripod and self timer is
handy.
st
Being keen I started on January 1 ,
and by April had already filled in 7
counties and lots of towns, I had a
comfortable feeling that I should
comfortably beat last years total
(not yet confirmed of 42)
Once again at the beginning of April
the Surgeons managed to stop me
from riding bikes, this time for 10
weeks, I tell you I was going stir
crazy in that time. However it gives
you plenty of time to plan.

I needed to find a way to make days
out more interesting. I decided to
head for some prehistoric sites, for
no other reason than they are there.
(I know some people who head for
windmills and Steam trains) And
thus this year I have already
managed the Long man of
Wilmington (East Sussex), The
Cerne Abbas Giant (Dorset) and
Avebury (Wiltshire). The Uffington
white horse is high on the list too.

I have also found out Surrey has a
standing stone at Pyrford, which
took some finding, but which is
meant to be an ancient fertility
stone, and said to move at
midnight.
I cannot remember where I read
about it now but I heard of the
Harley Davidson statue at Littleport,
just up the road in Cambridgeshire.
So once I had the OK to ride again,
I headed out and about.
On a quiet Wednesday in June I
found Littleport and the Statue, and
took lots of pictures, with the way

that my mind wanders. I then
thought Norfolk’s close so went off
for the sign and the seaside (which
being the North Sea was to say the
least bracing) not my most sensible
day out at just under 400miles, but
it still seemed Milly wanted more
and more. I wish they told you of
this problem when you buy a
Roadking.

At the time of writing, I have now
reached a total of 37 points.
Including the Harley Davidson
Office in Oxford so I should
comfortably beat last years total.
Heading for SOFER will also add
points.
So far I have visited 7 prehistoric
sites and 14 Counties. I really must
start heading off north now.
(I have run out down south)
I know we need no reason to ride,
hence I never worried about the
mileage program, but it helps
decide the destinations to go.
Happy Riding
Ian Thoburn

A Wet Day Out
nd

Saturday July 22 and as a major
posse from Surrey HOG headed for
the Quantocks and no ride out
planned for the weekend I decided
on a day out.
There was no great plan for the
day, with so many events on now a
days (and the HOG events) I had
several destinations to go to,
courtesy of the listings in BSH and
100% and a few directions scribbled
on a piece of paper in my back
pocket. I decided to head for the
Calne Motorcycle day first.
You know it’s going to be one of
those days when it takes hours to
get round the M25 to the M4, ah
start of school holidays, should
have found another route.
Anyway I was soon on the right
route and heading down the A4 to
the Rotary Club of Calne
Motorcycle day, but just before
Marlborough I started to see cars
coming at me with lights on, the
temperature started to drop, and
before you could say “stop to put
waterproofs on” it was pouring
down, with the kind of rain Noah
would be proud of. Luckily I had
found a spot to put waterproofs on,
but not quick enough not to be
damp.
I splashed onwards, and the rain
eased, then just before Avebury it
hit again, this time so hard visibility
was down to nil, I had to stop, and
as I sheltered in a hedge with some
other riders we watched as a dip in
the road became a small lake.
As the torrent lessened to a
downpour and I doubted my sanity
at moving on, I watched a trail bike
traverse the now small lake, and
waited for a few cars to disperse
some water before I tried.
With the storm subsiding it left
some fantastic light patterns on the

countryside, and passing Silbury hill
(the largest man made prehistoric
mound 130ft in Europe) I had to
stop for a photograph.
On chatting to the Quantock riders
later, needless to say, they never
got wet.
Reaching Calne, despite the
atrocious weather there were bikes
everywhere, though most riders
were taking shelter. There was a
trailer with groups playing and more
interesting machinery in one place
than I have seen in a while. As I
grabbed a burger, I heard one guy
complaining he had to ride 10 miles
back in the rain. I was now 110
miles from home cold and wet.
I saw HOG members from all
southern Chapters. Some nice old
Harleys, but I decided when the rain
is coming down that hard, however
hard you try you cannot look cool
with Ape hangers, as the rain pours
down your sleeves. But time to
move on, my scribbled instructions
were now a messy blob, oh well.

Heading back on the A4 with the
skies slowly clearing I rode in into
Avebury where the village is
surrounded by standing stones from
about 2500BC. I must say they
looked impressive, probably better
when the sun comes out. I also
found some other strange stones
and things around. It still fascinates
me that people would have created
these. I still think they may have
been the first shopping centres. I
shall be back with Corky on August
th
19 prior to my summer holiday in
Devon.
Feeling confident the weather was
improving I tried to make rapid
progress to Reading where a poker
run was to be run.

No such luck, another deluge (not
to mention a leg full of water after
ploughing through one small lake)
and I was down to a crawl, and
found sanctuary in a petrol station,
the disposable gloves making great
liners for my sodden gloves. “Lets
go home I thought”.
But as I neared the M25 so the sun
came out, and all was right with the
world, so I headed off up the A1 to
Biggleswade and the
“Siobhanathon” a charity event run
by several folk off the 100% Biker
magazine forum.
Not bad - only 254 miles by the time
I got there, I was glad to see
friendly faces. A warm welcome,
good food and I was asked to put
my bike in the show, cool, sadly
very few entries so no prizes given!
What a great venue for a do!
It was dry and warm for a start, with
a large marquee hosting the band
and DJ (Creature gets everywhere),
a Hitchcock style spooky barn in the
next field, raffle and decent real
ales helped as well.
A guy called Slob won the bicycle in
the raffle, and entertained the crowd
by falling off all over the place. I
believe close to £600 was raised,
excellent! The band played some
jolly little ditties and as the sun
started to set I headed back home,
tired, but having had an excellent
day, just on 350 miles, despite over
200 of them in the wet. Milly never
complained or missed a beat, so
should be rewarded. Poor Milly is
minging, and I should be kind today
and go and wash her, but guess
what! It’s raining again.
Ian Thoburn

South of
England HOG
Rally

However the main arena area was
more level, and had easy access.

Having missed last year’s show,
and everyone telling me what a
good do I had missed, this year I
made every effort to get to this
event. It was to be my first 2 day
show in over a year, and my first
ever HOG rally. I even gave poor
Milly a perfunctory wipe with a
damp rag. On a good to be alive
sunny summer Friday I loaded Milly
and took the arduous 18 mile
journey to the South of England
HOG Rally (Sofer).
Although so close to home, it’s an
area of Surrey I’m only just learning,
so thanks for the signs guys. On
reaching the Gates, I was greeted
by the smiling sunburnt faces of
Surrey HOG manning the gates.

A yellow band attached to wrist and
bike meant that only the correct
bike/rider left the site, a system
strongly enforced, and a good idea.
Finding an official snoring area, it
was tent up, coffee thanks to tent
next door, greeting to friends, and
off to investigate my home for the
weekend.
Bisley is the home of the National
Rifle Association. It is a large
sprawling area and has a selection
of lodges and huts, where some
people were staying, and it seemed
camping fields everywhere. One of
my initial thoughts was that for the
disabled, this site would be difficult,
with so many slopes and lethal dips.

With the site so spread out, it
seemed each corner you turned
could find you more tents and
interesting bikes. It does appear
that the later model Harleys are the
main mode of transport. However,
there were a few classics and well
used war horses. As it is billed as a
family rally, this possibly accounts
for the huge amount of cars and
campers. I have never seen so
many at a bike rally, but all had
segregated parking areas to keep
things tidy.
We also got a goodie bag with a
trick surprise present. How many
torches ended up on the floor I have
no idea. Finding the bar and an
outside stage, I soon had a decent
pint of Pride in my hand, at £2 as
well – result! In fact the bar and
reception has to be noted for its
“decoration”. Being a shooting club,
there were guns everywhere, a
theme carried on several of the
bikes. There were even cannons
outside one lodge!

Finding Surrey HOG members was
easy with the 15th Anniversary T
shirts.
A large area held the trade village
with lots of stalls with shiny stuff for
sale (the Magpie fraternity in Surrey
HOG soon found these) and
clothing. Nick Gale of Custom
Cycles was there, along with
“Remembrance”, his new bike for
this year. I first saw this at the NCC
show at the Ace Café. It really is
stunning and had won the best bike
at the European HOG rally. He is a
nice guy as well. Nick was
attempting a Biker Build Off by
modifying a V Rod. Russell soon
latched onto this and blagged some
of the bits for his own bike. I also
found Katie, the airbrush artist, who
I haven’t seen in ages. I really must
get a jacket done with the full
broadsword on. Thames Valley
even had a beach party, and free
beer, going on, where sandcastles
seemed to be the order of the day.

The noodle bar did a roaring trade
over the weekend, though the chilli
sauce had some bite to it.
As I was strolling around I soon
found a few friends I worked with
years ago, who have now moved to
Devon, It was great to see you,
Anne and Clive, and I look forward
to seeing you soon. Hopefully we
shall meet on my trip to Devon in a
few weeks.
One of the only downside
comments I heard was regarding
the quality of the showers and
toilets. Certainly the Portaloos were
fine, but I will agree some of the
toilet blocks were in need of
freshening.

One of the nicest things with Rallies
is that you soon end up chatting to
complete strangers and start to
make new friends. Back at the Gate
I stood and watched, as bike after
bike came in. I have no idea of
attendance numbers but easily over
two thousand people I reckon
(Correct, Ed), with chapters from
Scotland, France, Belgium and all
over. And assorted dogs as well.
Most with tales of woe about the
M25: the trick of course is to miss it
altogether.

With bands playing, ice creams and
a bike show, I whiled away a
pleasant afternoon, bumping into
my friend Caroline from Oxford as
well, It certainly was a nice way to
spend a few hours.

Back on site, we kicked back with
coffee, until I broke a chair (oops),
and then as Zebedee might say,
‘time for bed’.

Andy England was in charge of
managing the bands, frantically
chasing drummers around the site,
and what a job he did, with a great
variety of groups. I particularly
enjoyed the “Fat River Band”. Well
done that fellow.
Friday evening I crashed out quite
early, and must have snored hard,
but awoke Saturday to a glorious
morning. I had to nip home for the
morning for a prior engagement, but
came back in time grab another
ABC of touring picture and to hear
the good news that Surrey HOG
had won the Chapter Challenge for
shooting.

Once more round the camping field,
and then chilled out until the Surrey
HOG BBQ (great spuds Ernst!),
watched the Nene Valley Chapter
Parade and then back up to see the
bands, kick back and make even
more new friends. I then bumped
into Lester and Co from Shaws
Harley Davidson, who tried to tempt
me towards the 2007 models (once
a salesman always a salesman
eh!). The Chapter Challenge cups
were handed out, and Nene Valley
won overall. We came a very
respectable third. Two members
from the Chapter also did well in the
Poker run.

Back on site, we kicked back with
coffee, until I broke a chair (oops),
and then as Zebedee might say,
‘time for bed’.
I awoke to another glorious
summer’s day. I was packed before
breakfast and was back home in
time to wish my brother a happy
40th birthday.
A great weekend, though I am
incredibly tired. So where next?
Well the Geordie Chapter’s “Heart
and Soul” sounds good, only 300
miles north. I may have the Rally
bug! With so many events on now,
it seems a rally 52 weekends a year
is now possible. Now there’s a
challenge! Well done to all the
organisers and volunteers.
Ian Thoburn

European
Bike Week Faaker See
2006
“Shopping List”
 Tent which doubles up as a
5 Star Hotel (bedroom with
“walk in wardrobe” a must!)
 Biggest Lilo in the World to
keep well away from all
those creepy crawlies
 As many pairs of shoes as
the girls could sneak
through the rigorous
baggage checks
 Ford Focus which Dr Who
would be proud of
 HUGE sense of humour
 GPS and one very good
navigator who can read
maps, with an even larger
sense of humour
 Ten adventurers – Dik &
Hillary Gregory, Steve &
Catherine Cork, Mark
Harris, Mark McTigue,
Norm and Gwen, Keith &
Wendy Dorling

Following a superb trip with the
Reims Chapter to the Champagne
Rally, ten of us refused to turn
home, but instead, continued South
on an adventure which would
involve travelling through nine
countries, enjoying beautiful roads
and views and mixing the luxury of
some wonderful hotels with four
nights of Camping next to “the See”
at Faak-am-See.
Our Pied Piper for the trip was Keith
Dorling, who I am sure will be a

cartographer in another life – he
loves maps !
With the wind in our hair (well, we in
the Focus had the windows open
too), and smiles of anticipation on
our faces, we all headed off for our
2.5 day journey down to Faak-amSee. All very straight forward on the
face of it – no more than 250 miles
per day, enjoying the “N” roads, and
avoiding motorways.

systems (where we introduce
Hillary’s new friend – Cuthbert
Navman) and maps readily
available.

As we sped south, the scenery
continuously changed, from the
gentle rolling hills of the
Champagne region, to the
mountainous Alpine region. We
decided to do a “Last Man Drop Off”
system. This allowed the bikes to
spread out without losing the car.
Steve Cork took up the rear of the
bikes, with Dik acting as wing man
for the Pied Piper at the front.

The scenery just got more and
more beautiful with every bend, the
roads were excellent, and we were
all in high spirits, as we headed
through Germany, Switzerland, and
today’s destination of Salzburg in
Austria.

First stop was at Lake Constance –
beautiful hotel, looking over the
lake. Our back marker arrived first,
in usual Surrey style, after
somehow losing sight of both the
bikes and the car – still, Catherine
wasn’t overly perturbed at losing
Steve, just shocked when we rang
him and he answered his phone
when it rang, when we presumed
him to be wandering around the
Austrian hills yodelling away,
frightening all the herds of cattle in
sight!
After a lovely meal, plenty of
laughter and flowing local wine, (a
theme that began this evening and
continued throughout the journey)
we all headed off to our comfortable
beds, ready for the next instalment.
Throughout the trip, our timings
were impeccable, everyone ready
to go at the allotted leaving time,
with the trips programmed into GPS

From now on, the car remained
self-sufficient, following the same
route as the bikes, but, quite clearly
the tortoise of the fable (Ford
Focus) leaving the hares (Seven
throbbing Harleys) to rush off.

We all arrived at the town’s
periphery at the same time. It had
been a long day, and we were all
looking forward to a shower, meal
and the odd beer or two. This is
where Cuthbert (Hillary’s new
friend) decided to play a few tricks.
With no appropriately scaled maps,
the car soon found itself in the midst
of the town, with the typically male
navigation system thinking he knew
best – and then we had an
additional male navigator (Keith at
the end of the phone) “helping” to
guide us into the hotel. The
conversation went something like
this……
Keith – “Where the **** are you?”
Hillary – “in Salzburg”
Keith – “Can you see the mountain
with the cloud on it?”
Hillary – which one? – we’re
surrounded by them – can you see
the castle?”
Keith “What castle?”
Hillary – “The bloody great big
building on the hill”
Keith – “Oh – that castle, Dik’s just
shown me, I had to move a foot to
see it!”
Keith – “Programme this in the GPS
– Georg-Nikolaus-von-NissenStasse”
Hillary – “Hold on – how many
letters is that exactly?”
Wendy – “We’re here !”

Wednesday should have been an
easy day. The car went straight to
Faak-am-See via the motorway to
set up camp and get ready for the
lads and lasses to turn up, chilled
and ready for a relaxing afternoon,
getting the tents up in daylight etc.
The bikes carried on with the scenic
route, and were expected around 2
o’clock. Unfortunately, Keith’s bike
wasn’t playing ball, and after
Cuthbert’s friend (Steve’s GPS)
sent two extremely helpful and
patient Austrians, a Hummer and
pick up trailer, and Hillary and
Wendy on a wild goose chase,
Keith “led” the crew to the camp site
unceremoniously from the back
seat of the Hummer. Two hours and
several hundred Euros later, with a
bolt tightened, we were sipping
beers at the camp site and looking
forward to a restful few days (UhOh!)
Sleep – what’s that? Anyone who
has camped at any form of Rally will
know what I mean! Faaker See was
an interesting event – 80,000 bikes
and 100,000 people. There were
sights to be seen everywhere.
Loads of stalls, split into two main
areas, the Harley Village, with all
the bands etc, and an area for other
trade stands further down the road.
For a group of Harley riders, we did
loads of walking! The weather
remained superb and a few Euros
were spent along the way. Most
usefully on a set of rear brake pads
for Norm, so he had a chance of
stopping on the way home!
On the Friday, after one false start
due to a short sharp shower, the
crew headed off on a 3 countries
ride, recommended by Vera. After
breakfast in Austria, we crossed the
Slovenian border, and after a
number of cobbled, hairy bends up

a mountain, stopped in the middle
of nowhere at this lovely restaurant
where local dishes of Goulash and
tripe were devoured as if it was our
last meal.
A rugged but beautiful descent into
Italy, led us to our mid-afternoon Ice
Cream stop – where Hillary and
Gwen indulged in some retail
therapy – well where else do you
buy Armani but in Italy!
Back on the road, to return to
Austria and the campsite – an
excellent day, led by Steve.
All packed up by 08.30 Sunday
morning, following 3 hours sleep if
we were lucky due to the delights of
the “young burn out kings” on the
camp site and the heavy bass of the
music (yes we have ALL decided
we are way too old for this camping
lark) – we are bleary eyed and
ready to face the first leg of our
journey home.

As a treat we had booked into a
typically Alpine looking hotel in the
picturesque village of Seefeld (near
Innsbruk), with a plan to get there
early and enjoy the hotel and
surroundings.
All goes well, the car, in usual
tortoise fashion we seemed to be at
every stop just before the Harleys,
resulting in a quizzical look from the
Pied Piper “What the **** are you
doing here already?”
This allowed for (yes, you guessed
it) more retail therapy for the ladies,
although when Gwen approached
the car with her purchase, she
nearly ended up carrying it
somewhere painful! The car was
jam packed, with Hillary squashed
in the front surrounded by
champagne, jackets, maps, bags
etc. Still after smiling politely, we
squashed Gwen’s box into the last
remaining space, which meant only
three things came flying forward on
the journey.

As luck would
have it, neither
driver nor
passenger were
decapitated!
The end was in
sight and the lone
boys (who have
not received much
of a mention to
date) were
beginning to smile.
Mark McTigue had
managed to
survive the whole
trip despite
missing Tanya.
The list she gave
him obviously did
him proud. He
didn’t lose
anything (well
other than almost
losing Mark H one
night). As for Mark
“get off the phone”
Harris, any
donations for a
massively expensive phone bill,
Sharon and Howard, will be
gratefully received.
The next night was a bit of a
gamble. Our hosts only served
dinner until 1900, and there was a
long day ahead to get to Bad
Peterstal in time. Right near the end
of the day, we were treated to a
sharp but torrential downpour, just
when we didn’t want it, 15 miles up
in the Black Forest, just ahead of a
series of hairpin bends.
Everyone arrived safely, and with
minutes to spare – 2 to be exact.
After pleading with our hosts, we
were granted 10 minutes to drop
our kit into the rooms and be down
for dinner. We all made it, sat down
to another feast, beautifully
prepared local soup, pork
medallions, and fresh cranberries
and ice cream. Always known for
being party animals, we were all
tucked up in bed by 9 o’clock!
Our final whole day on the continent
was a straightforward day with

some motorway to get us to the
hotel at a decent time. The Pied
Piper was adamant that we would
enjoy our last night! We squeezed
in another country on the way,
though, diverting off to the
Luxembourg dealership. The car
had its greatest and last triumph
here, arriving a good 25 minutes
before the hares rumbled in.
The Ardennes region was not going
to be out done by all the fantastic
scenery to date – the forests were
just as beautiful, in their own way.
Our hosts and the hotel could not
have been more welcoming. We
had a superb run of accommodation
mainly all due to Max Fisher – a
BIG thanks to him for all his work.
This one was found by Terry Bing,
and is definitely one to put in the
books for a long weekend next
year.
A relaxed evening followed, with
plenty of laughs, some of which
were only just controllable. The
evening summed up the whole
holiday – a group of Harley friends,

all getting on, relaxed with each
other’s company enjoying the open
roads, good food and wine.
Everyone agreed this had been a
great holiday – by no means
relaxing, but full of laughs and
fantastic views of unspoilt land.
Then it all comes to an end.
Wednesday was the day for
returning home, which we all looked
forward to of course, back to
families and in some cases, back to
work for a rest! Back in the UK, we
are pleasantly surprised by the
weather, but oh, yes, we’re back in
the M26, M25 nose to tail traffic.
Holiday – what holiday?!!!!!!!!!!
Wendy Dorling

Hoggin the
bridge 7
Firstly let’s get the confusion over
with. This is an event called “Hoggin
the Bridge” and it goes over the old
Severn Bridge and it’s the 7th time
it has happened, so the title is
correct. Though it does make me
wonder why they didn’t do a 6A so
next year could be a Hoggin’ the
bridge 77. OK we shall blame a
stinking cold on that thought. It is
organised by the Bridgwater
Chapter of HOG, but all kinds of
bikes attend, and indeed there were
all sorts of 2, 3 and 4 wheeled bike
type vehicles there. Anyway back to
the beginning, and an early start for
me, so a quick lemsip for breakfast
to try and hold back a cold (to no
avail). Having attached my prepaid
sticker to the headlamp, I headed
off west. After a pleasant run (only
slightly wet) down the M4 (well that
is until I reached Berkshire). For
those of you not in the know, the
Royal County of Berkshire and I
have a love-hate relationship. It just
seems if something is to happen to
me, Berkshire is where it will
happen. Anyway, as usual, I
digress, and it was here the rain
started. By the Severn Bridge
services the light drizzle had turned
into heavy spasmodic showers lovely. The now classified old
Severn Crossing was opened in
1966 and replaced a previous ferry
crossing. It is almost a mile long,
and with the towers standing at 445
feet it is an impressive structure.

There were vehicles everywhere
and with the car park raised it was
quiet a spectacle watching the bikes
ride in.
Favourite bike in the car park – a
pretty little Panther chop that
chuffed along nicely. Strange how
you don’t see one for years, and
then two in one year. At 11am we
all headed off to cross the bridge.
A slow but steady progress was
made, and the rain even eased off
as we passed through the tollbooths
and towards Wales. This
serpentine convoy took a circuitous
route through to Chepstow, despite
the now heavy rain, spectators lined
the road at every vantage point,
waving flags and cheering us along.
By Chepstow and the car park
(small lake) most of us were wet
through; the police did a good job of
marshalling us through the small
streets. In the town centre with what
seemed a small river running
through the centre, oh sorry that’s
the road, were stalls selling biker
nick nacks. A group was playing the
blues (appropriate I thought) and
sodden bikers took up every
conceivable sheltering place.
Memories of the 1990 Kent show
and some of the Rockers Reunion
runs came flooding back. I would
love to tell you more about
Chepstow, for it looks a nice place,
and the Norman castle and walls

looks like a great place to visit, but
by now I was squelching
uncomfortably along. So back to the
bike, and the long drag back along
the M4, crossing the bridge. It was
no longer possible to see the other
side, and the welcome to England
sign was swimming in its own lake.
With visibility almost zero most of
the way back, it was inevitable that
the M4/M25 junction would be
blocked, so I had to circumnavigate
via Windsor (Berkshire again you
see). It was a long day, just under
300 miles, and I was glad to get
indoors, and start to warm up.
Let’s hope another time the weather
holds, as I would love to find out
more about this part of our country.
It does make me wonder though if
HOG HQ were to look at events like
this and Brightona, and several
other events around, they could see
quite what people want for a day
out, for their next open day. Later
that night, the cold started with a
vengeance, and I wonder if the
short ride with Howard wouldn’t
have been better idea, Pass the
tissues someone. Maybe I should
really christen Millie as a Rain King.
Ian Thoburn

Brightona 2006
After the success of last year’s
inaugural event in aid of the
Brighton Heart Support Trust, I
really looked forward to another
trip to the sea-side. Now if only I
could have got up earlier I would
have met the others leaving Box
Hill, but we were blessed once
again with the kind of late
summer/autumn sunshine that
makes our country so special.
An enthusiastic blast down the
motorways and bus lanes soon
found me parked up near the
stage. It certainly does seem to
be the place to be seen. I met
friends and acquaintances from
all over the country. The place
was packed. But a lot more
relaxed than the Ace Café
Brighton Burn up a month
previous. The marshalling by
1066 seemed well organised,
and the police made less of a
presence. However it wasn’t
long before I met people I knew,
and spent a few pleasant hours
strolling up and the drive. There
were a reasonable amount of
stalls, but the music and bikes
were the main attraction. I
caught a couple of rather good
Rock’n’Roll bands, and I’m
always in awe of those people
that can jive properly. I did not
buy anything though, which
surprised myself. A little custom
show had some nice bikes, and
the Ecosse Heretic I fell in love
with at the London show. I think
on this occasion I shall leave the
pictures to do the rest of the
talking.
Ian Thoburn

